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Christiane Schwieren
Theses
1) On firs! sight, results of (he experimental double auction seem to indicite thai women are
stupid and greedy, but taking a closer look it becomes obvious that they just can: about
being treated fairly (chapter 6 of this dissertation).
2) Even at a university where teaching is in English, language is an important barrier
between national groups (chapter 5 of this dissertation).
3) Economists "[...] are people whose driving passion is to find general principles which
will explain everything." Psychologists "|... | are people [who] |. . ] are happy if they can
leave the universe a little more complicated than they found it." (Dyson, 1988. 44-43;
chapter 2 of this dissertation).
4) Strengthening of competition ha» not only positive effects in an economy. If it makes
people feel uncertain, it can lead to enhanced intergroup conflict (chapters 3 and 4 of this
thesis).
5) "Unity of opinion, unless resulting from the fullest and freest comparison of opposite
opinions, is not desirable, and diversity not an evil, but a good [...]" (J. S. Mill On
liberty. London 1869. chapter III).
6) The way in which Germans from different regions perceive cultural differences between
Germany and the Netherlands is a good indicator for cultural differences between
German regions.
7) A German Ford Fiesta is equal to a Belgian Ford Fiesta only after an official inspection.
8) Rituals are a defining pan of the culture of nations, organization», and smaller groups,
and have to be taken serious.
9) Writing five 'Stellingen' not related to the thesis serves to show that there is life next to
writing a thesis - which is indeed a difficult proof to make.
10) People want to be deceived.
